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�� Introduction

In this work we study the dynamics around an elliptic periodic orbit of Hamiltonian systems�
To this end we have developped an algorithm to compute a normal form �up to a �nite
order� around this orbit� that gives an accurate description of the dynamics close to it� If
the remainder of this normal form can be bounded� it is not di�cult to produce explicit
bounds of the di�usion time of trajectories starting near the periodic orbit� In order to
discuss the e�ectivity of the method� it will be explained at the same time that it is applied
to a concrete example� The one used here has been the Spatial Restricted Three Body
Problem �RTBP��

���� DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL PROBLEM

Let us consider the equilateral equilibrium point L�� It is a well known fact that the L�
point is linearly stable for values of the mass parameter � less than the Routh critical value
�R � �

��	 �
p

��
�� � ����
��� and unstable for � � �R� Moreover� for any value of

�� the linearized system around L� always contains a vertical oscillation with frequency 	�
This oscillation produces� in the complete system� a family of periodic Lyapunov orbits� In
what follows� we will refer to this family as the �vertical� family of periodic orbits� and it
will be parametrized by the vertical amplitude of the orbits �this parametrization is well
de�ned for moderate values of the amplitude��

If we compute �numerically� this vertical family of periodic orbits we can see that there
are some changes of stability� For instance� for some � � �R one can see that the vertical
family of periodic orbits is unstable if the amplitude A is small enough �as expected�� and
that they become linearly stable for su�ciently large values of A� �From now on� we will
focus on one of these linearly stable orbits� The complete study of the curves �with respect
to A and �� for which there is a stability change is actually in progress ������

Using KAM�like arguments one can �nd that this orbits are surrounded by invariant
tori� and Nekhoroshev�like arguments can allow to bound the di�ussion time near the orbit
to prove the so�called e�ective stability� This second approach has been the one used in this
work�






���� RELATED WORKS

Similar studies have been done to bound the di�usion time around elliptic �xed points �see�
for instance� ���� ���� �	� and ����� There are also some works about bounding the di�usion
time near maximal dimension invariant tori �see ��� and ����� but they are much more di�cult
to apply to a concrete problems� A similar normal form procedure has already been used
in ��� and ����

It is also interesting the work �
�� where an uni�ed vision of the KAM and Nekhoroshev
techniques is presented�

�� The system of reference

The main di�culty is to obtain a system of coordinates adapted to the periodic orbit�

���� FIRST STEP

Let �X� Y� Z� PX� PY � PZ� be a system of reference for the RTBP� centered in the equilibrium
point L�� Let us assume that we know a 
��periodic parametrization of an orbit of the
vertical family �f���� g���� of period 
���� where f � �f�� f�� f��� g � �g�� g�� g�� and
f��� � � We suppose that the system of reference is such that the projection of the orbit
into the coordinates �Z� PZ� is close to a circle�� that is� we assume that � � �f ���

� � �g���
�

is close to constant �the vertical family of periodic orbits satis�es this condition��
Now� we want to introduce a new system of coordinates ��� q�� q�� I� p�� p�� �with a ca�

nonic change of variables� to describe the periodic orbit as a function of � with q� � q� �
I � p� � p� � � We use the change

X � f���� � q�� PX � g���� � p��
Y � f���� � q�� PY � g���� � p��

Z � f����� g�

�
���

����	��� F �q� �� p� I��� PZ � g���� �
f �

�
���

����	��� F �q� �� p� I���
�	�

with F �q� �� p� I� � I �
P�

j���g
�
j���qj � f �j���pj�� 	��� s� veri�es s � 	��� s� � �

�
���	��� s�
�

and


��� �
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��
� ���� g������f

�
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�����
�

being 	��� � � � It is not di�cult to check that this is a canonic transformation in some
�complex� domain for the variables ��� q� I� p��

���� HAMILTONIAN IN THE NEW VARIABLES

After this transformation the Hamiltonian takes the form�

H��� q� I� p� � h	 � �I �
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�
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where h	 is the energy level of the periodic orbit and A��� is a symmetric 
��periodic matrix
in �� The next step is to remove the angular dependence of � in A�

�This assumption is only used to simplify the computation of the change of variables and to bound the
region where it is well de�ned� The same methodology can be used when this assumption does not hold�
but the details are more di�cult�



�

���� FLOQUET TRANSFORMATION AND COMPLEXIFICATION

We want to make a canonic change �
��periodic in �� to transfomA to constant coe�cients�
To describe the process� let us denote by F�q� p� �� I� the change of variables �	� and let
��t� be the variational matrix� ��� � Id� around the periodic orbit� We have that

��t� � �DF�� � �t� ������t�DF�� � � �

is the variational matrix for the orbit in variables �q� p� �� I�� Let e��t� be the ��dimensional
matrix obtained by taking the �rst � rows and colums of ��t� �they correspond to the
variational �ow in the normal directions of the periodic orbit�� Let C be a symplectic

matrix that transforms e��
���� in real normal form� and let M be a matrix such that

eM � e��
���� �it can be checked that� in this case� M can be taken real�� Then� the
�canonic� change of variables�
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where J is the canonic form of R
� and B��� � C�� exp� �
��M��e�������� transforms the

Hamiltonian into

H��� x� � y� � h	 � � �
��


�x�� � y��� �

��


�x�� � y��� � � � �

If we introduce new �complex� variables as xj � �Qj � iPj��
p

 and yj � �iQj � Pj��

p

 �

j � 	� 
 � we obtain

H��� P� � Q� � h	 � � � i��Q�P� � i��Q�P� � � � �
This is the basic expression of the Hamiltonian that we use to perform the normal form�

���� EXPANSION OF THE HAMILTONIAN

Our purpose now is to perform these changes of variables in the initial Hamiltonian� The
Hamiltonian of the RTBP can we written� in suitable coordinates� as

H�x� y� z� px� py� pz� �
	



�p�x � p�y � p�z� � ypx � xpy � 	� �

r�
� �

r�
�

where r�� � �x � ��� � y� � z� and r�� � �x � � � 	�� � y� � z�� L� is located at ���
� �

��
p
�
� � ��

p
�
� ���

���� �� Let �X� Y� Z�PX� PY � PZ� be the initial coordinates centered in L�
�by means of a translation of origin�� and let �f���� g���� be the orbit in this coordinates�We

assume that �f ���
�� �

g�

�

�
�� is close to constant� and we introduce new coordinates � �

p
�Z

and P� �
PZp
�
� We rewrite the Hamiltonian in this coordinates but we keep for simplicity

the notation Z� PZ � Then� we expand the Hamiltonian as

H �
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being a � ��
p
�


 �	� 
��� r�	 � X�� Y �� Z�

�
and Pk the Legendre polynomial of degree k�

To expand the Hamiltonian we compute the composition of the changes �	� and �
� and we
use the recurrence of the Legendre polynomials�

�� Computing the normal form

To simplify the notation� let us rename Qi as qi� Pi as pi and  as I � With this� we have
obtained a Hamiltonian of the form�

H��� q� I� p� � �I � i��q�p� � i��q�p� �H���� q� I� p��H���� q� I� p�� � � � �
where Hj j � � contains monomials in q� p and I of degree j� with periodic coe�cients in ��
and all the monomials of H� contain the variable I �and are of degree 
�� Our objective is to
put the Hamiltonian in normal form up to some �nite order by using a canonic change �
�
periodic in �� of variables that we obtain as a composition of time unity �ows associated
to Hamiltonians �generating functions� Gj � They are selected to remove� in recursive form�
the nonintegrable terms of degree j� So� if we have G�� G�� ���� Gn that

H � �t��
G�

� � � � � �t��
Gn

��� q� I� p� � �I � i��q�p� � i��q�p� �N �n� �H
�n�
n�� �H

�n�
n�� � � � � �

where N �n� is in normal form up to degree n� We take Gn�� to put H
�n�
�n��� in normal form�

that is� we select Gn�� such that f�I � i��q�p� � i��q�p�� Gn��g �H
�n�
n��� has only exact

resonant terms� where

ff� gg � �f

��
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is the Poisson bracket� More details of this process can be found in ��� or ����

���� REMARK

In fact the good order to remove the diferent terms is not the order that give the usual
de�nition of degree of homogeneous polynomials� but the one de�ned counting twice the
degree of the I variable� This allows us to remove the non integrable part of H��

�� Normal form

Finally we have a Hamiltonian like H��� q� I� p� � N�I� q�p�� q�p�� � R��� q� I� p� where H
is in normal form up to degree n� It is easy to see that the construction of the normal form
keeps the real character of the Hamiltonian� and consequently we can introduce new real
variables to describe the real behaviour of the orbit�

�� Some results

We have applied the latter procedure taking � � �� �that is� bigger than the Routh critical
value�� and we have used the Lyapunov orbit that has �z � �
���
�	�� when z � � in the
initial coordinates� This orbit is linearly stable�

The software used has been specially developed� in C language� for this problem� This
allows to improve� in several orders of magnitude� the e�ciency �both in speed and memory�
obtained by using commercial algebraic manipulators�



�

���� INVARIANT TORI

Now it is easy to obtain aproximations of periodic orbits and invariant tori of dimension

 and � of the Hamiltonian in normal form if we ignore the remainder R� If we transform
them for all the changes we can obtain aproximations of periodic orbits and tori of the initial
system�

���� EFFECTIVE STABILITY

To obtain estimates for the region where there is long time stability� we need to bound the
remainder R� With this we can estimate the e�ective stability domain in the normal form
variables� The next step is to obtain information about how is this domain is mapped onto
the initial variables by the succesive changes of variables�

To perform this bounds� we need to obtain estimates of the norms of the remaining
terms that we can not store in a practical implementation of the method� This has been
done numerically� and the results show a �quite small� neighbourhood of practical stability
around the orbit� This is because this orbit is very close to the bifurcation that changes the
stability of the vertical family� Full details can be found in ����
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